No. 70
THE GOVERNOR.

TO
THE SECRETARY OF STATE.
(Received 6.20 p.m., 11th July, 1936.)

TELEGRAM.
[Answered by No. 17.]

No. 110. 11th July. Your telegram No. 73 confidential. Following from Chief Boundary Commissioner:—

Begin.—Satisfactory agreement has been signed by the Netherlands Commissioner regarding Kurari and we have also fixed the boundary mark at the mouth of Courantyne. We have marked direction of the boundary seawards on the bearing of 10 degrees instead of 26 degrees which intersects navigation channel. 10 degrees line is parallel to the channel and leaves it entirely in Dutch territory thus avoiding divided control of buoys, etc. Hope no objection here (?o) this amendment which the Governor approves.—End.

* * *
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